GRACELAND EQUESTRIAN CENTER’S BARN, ARENA AND TRAIL RULES
1. Smoking on the Property is Prohibited.
2. Helmets must be worn by riders under 18 years old when riding, and by all riders who are jumping.
Chin Straps are mandatory. Cross-country riding vests are required on the cross-country course.
3. Riders, while riding, must wear riding boots with heels.
4. All minors must be accompanied by a responsible adult at all times while riding.
5. No one is permitted to jump a horse nor make use of any of the cross-country course obstacles without the
on-site and direct supervision of an authorized trainer.
6. Lunging or turnouts are not permitted in the arena.
7. Riders must pass left shoulder to left shoulder while riding in the arena.
8. No riding in barn area or under the barn entryway extended roof
9. Always keep gates and stall doors closed.
10. Drive slowly, speed limit is 0-10 mph. Horses and riders have the right of way. Park in designated areas.
11. Dogs are allowed on leashes.
12. Do not leave horses unattended in cross tie and wash rack areas.
13. Cross tie stalls must be well swept after use.
14. Wash Racks must be kept clean. Once finished turn off the water, roll up the hoses and clean up any
manure. Always conserve water.
15. Tack room, cross ties, wash racks, and bathrooms must be kept orderly and clean at all times.
16. The barn closes at eight. Arena lights must be turned off by 8 p.m. due to restrictions of the use permit.
Use of the outdoor arena lights is only permitted to trainers with group lessons.
17. It is the responsibility of the horse owners that all quarterly de-worming and vaccination be administered.
18. Stall guards, (not already provided by GEC) are not allowed. Stall doors must be closed if horses are
inside.
19. Horses are not to be tied to stall doors or stall fronts
20. Stall door blanket racks are to be used only for horse blankets and halters.
21. Each horse must have a halter and lead rope hanging on their stall door.
22. One standard size tack trunk per horse is permitted in the aisle way and all trunks must be on a metal trunk
stand.
23. All feed and supplements must be kept in a labeled deer and rodent proof container in their trainer’s feed
room. Storing feed in feed bags is not permitted. Grain spills must be swept up and discarded.
24. Any boarding suggestions, concerns or requests should be discussed with Chuck or Peggy Moore, not with
Graceland Equestrian employees.
25. There are to be no barn or equipment modifications without the approval of Graceland equestrian Center.
26. Lunging should be done in the round pens, and turnouts in the paddocks only. Absolutely no turnout or
lunging in the arena. Absolutely no food in the round pen or covered long pen.
27. Please be respectful of the clients in lessons
28. Please no trotting or galloping on the cool down path or the beginning of the trails out of respect for those
in the arenas.
Cooperation and respect for the Barn, Arena and Trail Rules will help us maintain an efficient, pleasant
and safe environment for everyone. Thank you for your help in keeping up the standards of a safe riding
and good horsemanship.
Your presence and use of the Property acknowledges the acceptance of the foregoing rules and
policies.

